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On Facebook, there was another chat about Dusty bios, and someone said that not only was Dusty interviewed
for Lucy O'Brien's book, but she authorized it as well? Odd factoid that one, considering the stock line was that
she hated the book...I guess I should have known better considering that the first time I heard that was from
Sue Cameron, one of the Partners in Crime. Perhaps this was their weak-a** way of trying to get us to like a
certain other book that turns 15 this year?
Now I must say this as an aside...yes I've tried to make peace with That Book and my feelings about it for
every one of those fifteen years. But I guess I am at the point where I must admit that I can't. I JUST CAN'T. I
still have an urge to see the people responsible for it pay...and I worry about people not liking Dusty because
of it or shown by the existence of T.B. As I said, I think the fans are the only real friends...barring some
wackos I will not name (who, coincidentally, are usually the ones who defend T.B.)

Re: Interesting...
by countrycake

Posted: Thu Jul 23, 2015 3:27 pm

Wasn't this posted on Don't Forget About Me two days ago?

Re: Interesting...
by Corinna

Posted: Thu Jul 23, 2015 4:01 pm

That's correct, Jim.
I hope it's okay that I deleted the duplicate thread, JMFabianoRPL.
I also wonder if you get Lucy O'Brien's book mixed up with DWD? I for one quite like Lucy O'Brien's book and
recommend it to new Dusty fans who ask where to begin.

Re: Interesting...
by JMFabianoRPL

Posted: Thu Jul 23, 2015 4:25 pm

Corinna wrote:
That's correct, Jim.
I hope it's okay that I deleted the duplicate thread, JMFabianoRPL.
I also wonder if you get Lucy O'Brien's book mixed up with DWD? I for one quite like Lucy O'Brien's
book and recommend it to new Dusty fans who ask where to begin.

Yes, I felt it belonged here more, yet I didn't know how to switch forums/if you can even do that when editing.
Oh I agree that the O'Brien book is the best bio by default. The second paragraph was all about you know
what.

Re: Interesting...

by IWannaBeABluesSinger

Posted: Fri Jul 24, 2015 5:42 am

Lucy O'Brien's "interview" with Dusty apparently lasted just one hour and Dusty was told it was for a magazine.
She was furious when it was announced a few weeks later that O'Brien had scored a book deal.
Maggie
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